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ABSTRACT

We seek to understand the origin of extremely high near-surface temperatures over land by

illuminating the physical processes that determine the variance and skewness of the observed

summertime temperature distribution. Of particular interest is the larger magnitude of monthly

average temperature skewness observations compared to daily maximum temperature skewness, a

phenomenon that is observed across 70% of the northern hemisphere midlatitudes. A 1-Dmodel of

the surface energy and moisture budgets reproduces this phenomenon when forced with observed

values of shortwave radiation and precipitation, suggesting that local processes are responsible for

the observed shape of the summertime temperature distribution in these regions. We consider how

radiation variability impacts the temperature distribution. On daily timescales, radiation is the

dominant driver of temperature variance and explains much of the skewness pattern. On monthly

timescales, however, radiation variability accounts for only about one-third of the temperature

variance and almost none of the temperature skewness pattern. A theoretical treatment explains

the impact of soil moisture variations on the distribution of summertime temperatures. Soil

moisture variability brought on by randomly distributed precipitation events explains the spatial

variability in monthly average temperature variance and skewness across a wide diversity of

climates, leading us to the conclusion that heat waves are a natural outcome of precipitation that

is randomly distributed in time. Observations of individual extremely hot days confirm that these

events are highly concentrated in the hottest months on record, suggesting that understanding

precipitation-induced monthly temperature variability is essential for understanding heat waves on

shorter timescales.
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1. Introduction29

Extremely warm near-surface air temperatures can have deleterious consequences for human30

health, agriculture, and ecosystems. Recent work on daily temperature fluctuations in midlatitude31

continental regions during summertime has focused on (i) the local insolation incident at the sur-32

face associated with stochastic variability in cloudiness (Meehl and Tebaldi 2004; Van Weverberg33

et al. 2018), and (ii) warm and cold air advection associated with synoptic motions (Schneider34

et al. 2015; Tamarin-Brodsky et al. 2020). Extremely hot days have been explained by sunny skies35

acting in concert with some site-specific synoptic circulation anomaly (e.g., warm air advection36

or subsidence associated with downslope winds or a local high pressure system) that enhances37

warming driven by excess insolation (Bumbaco et al. 2013; Loikith et al. 2018; Linz et al. 2018).38

On timescales longer than one day, fluctuations in summertime temperature have been attributed39

to stochastic variations in (i) insolation incident at the surface and (ii) soil moisture associated with40

precipitation (Koster et al. 2015; Vargas Zeppetello et al. 2020a). Many studies have pointed out41

that in continental regions, there is a strong relationship between meteorological droughts (i.e.,42

extended periods of precipitation deficit) and warm temperature anomalies that persist for weeks43

or months at a time during summer (Fischer et al. 2007; Miralles et al. 2018; Wehrli et al. 2019;44

American Meteorological Society 2021).45

Figure 1 shows observations of summertime temperature anomalies (the seasonal cycle has been46

removed, see section 2a) and daily precipitation over Dallas and Moscow for the two summers in47

each city that had the greatest number of days during which the 95th temperature percentile was48

exceeded in the years 1985-2014. The summer of 2010 in Russian and the summer of 2011 in49

Texas have both been studied recently (Miralles et al. 2014; Fernando et al. 2016, respectively).50

The summers shown in Fig. 1 share an important feature. The individual days with the highest51
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temperatures occur during periods of extended meteorological drought and warm temperatures.52

The summer of 2011 in Dallas (Fig. 1a) is the best example of this behavior; there were only53

four above-average precipitation events in the entire summer, while 37 days registered temperature54

anomalies that were above the 95th percentile for that location over thirty year period (represent-55

ing more than one quarter of all days from 1985-2014 that exceeded the local 95th temperature56

percentile). A similar situation prevailed for June and July of 1996 in Dallas, for the end of June57

through the beginning of August of 2010 in Moscow, and for June of 1999 in Moscow.58

Various definitions of what constitutes a heat wave have complicated efforts to provide a compre-59

hensive analysis of their origins (Perkins and Alexander 2013). However, the connection between60

individual extremely hot days and low frequency temperature variability demonstrated in Fig. 161

motivates an investigation of how summertime temperatures fluctuate on a variety of timescales.62

In this paper, we explore the physical processes that determine the shape of the probability density63

function of summertime temperatures, quantified by the variance and skewness, and in particu-64

lar the processes that govern extremely high temperatures. The statistics of daily maximum and65

monthly average temperatures are used as proxies for high and low frequency variability, respec-66

tively (see section 2a).67

Figure 2 shows the variance and skewness of daily maximum (Figs. 2a and b) and monthly68

average (Figs. 2c and d) two-meter air temperature from 25-75◦N during summertime (June, July,69

and August; JJA hereafter) from observations spanning 1985-2014. In this study we focus on70

the midlatitudes, as these are the regions for which the most accurate data are available for the71

historical period. Data sources, methods for removing the seasonal cycle, and the robustness of72

the statistics presented in Fig. 2 are discussed in section 2a. Similar results for skewness of daily73

maximum temperatures are found in (Cavanaugh and Shen 2014; McKinnon et al. 2016).74

The amplitude of the monthly average temperature variance is reduced by a factor of ten on av-75
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erage compared to the daily maximum temperature variance (cf. Figs. 2a, c and note the different76

color bars). However, the pattern of daily maximum temperature variance is very similar to that of77

monthly average temperature variance (the pattern correlation of Figs. 2a and c is r = 0.70). This78

would seem to suggest that temperature variability on timescales from one day to one month is due79

to the same stochastic forcing and that the relative magnitude of the daily maximum and monthly80

average temperature variance is controlled by a single damping timescale. However, examination81

of the temperature skewness on daily and monthly timescales shows that this hypothesis must be82

rejected.83

Daily maximum temperature skewness can explain almost none of the monthly average tempera-84

ture skewness; the pattern correlation of Figs. 2b and d is only r = 0.19. The central limit theorem85

suggests that the skewness of a stochastic process should decay towards zero as 1/
√

N , where86

N is the number of aggregated observations, but the observations show increased magnitude in87

monthly skewness over 70% of the land surface relative to daily timescales. In particular, 55% of88

the land area features positive skewness on monthly timescales and greater skewness in monthly89

average temperature than daily maximum temperature; increasingly positive skewness at longer90

averaging timescales stands in stark contrast to the expectation for a stochastic process expressed91

by the central limit theorem. Thus, mechanisms responsible for the longer-lived extreme warm92

temperatures are likely central to understanding individual extremely warm days.93

Increasingly positive temperature skewness at longer averaging timescales is evident in the central94

U.S. and eastern Europe – the two boxed regions in Fig. 2. In both of these regions, the signature95

of persistent, extremely high temperature anomalies (like those shown in Fig. 1) is apparent in the96

positive skewness of observed monthly average temperatures in Fig. 2d. In section 2 (after sum-97

marizing the data sets used in this study), we develop a 1-D model of surface temperature and soil98

moisture starting from the surface energy and moisture budgets: the Surface Energy and Moisture99
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Budget (SEMB) model, then use these regions as case studies to evaluate the model. In section 3,100

we examine the statistics of observed shortwave radiation variability and use the SEMB model101

to demonstrate that variability in the flux of shortwave radiation, i.e. cloudiness (Van Weverberg102

et al. 2018), is largely responsible for observed patterns of temperature variance and skewness103

on daily timescales across the midlatitudes. In section 4, we apply the governing equations of104

the SEMB model in steady-state to show that the positive skewness in monthly temperature vari-105

ability is a product of the non-linear relationship between evapotranspiration, soil moisture, and106

temperature. In section 5, we apply the results of section 4 to formulate an even simpler “random107

precipitation” model to illuminate how summertime temperature variability is influenced by the108

frequency of precipitation events and other climate parameters. In section 6, we show that this109

random precipitation model explains the patterns of temperature variance and skewness seen in the110

monthly average observations across arid and humid regions within Europe. In section 7, we return111

to the observations of extremely high temperatures and show that our theoretical framework for112

monthly temperature variability driven by randomly distributed precipitation events is extremely113

relevant for understanding individual extreme events across most of the midlatitudes, regardless of114

the prevailing definition of a heat wave. Conclusions are presented in section 8.115

2. Methods116

a. Data and reanalysis117

Daily maximum two-meter air temperature and total precipitation data are from the Climate118

Prediction Center (CPC) for the years 1985-2014. The monthly average two-meter air temperature119

data shown in Figs. 2c and d are from Willmott and Matsuura (2001). For temperature and all120

other quantities where anomalies are calculated, the seasonal cycle is removed. In monthly data,121
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this process involves subtracting the respective monthly climatology from the particular month in122

question; in daily data, the same procedurewas used to remove the seasonal cycle on daily timescales123

except that the seasonal cycle was smoothed with a low-pass filter. With only 90 (30 years times 3124

months per year) monthly values, we examined three additional data sets to ensure the variance and125

skewness statistics were insensitive to our choice of data set: monthly averages of the daily CPC126

data, the monthly average two-meter air temperature data from the Berkeley Earth data set (Rohde127

et al. 2013), and the monthly averages of the daily average temperature from the ERA5 reanalysis128

(Hersbach et al. 2020). The variance and skewness of all these data sets were in good agreement129

with those shown in Figs. 2c and d. In the case of monthly averages of the daily maximum CPC130

data, the agreement suggests that statistics calculated from averages of daily maximum temperature131

are an acceptable substitute for the monthly average of daily averaged temperature. Because only132

90 months are available for each grid box, we have done 1,000 resampling trials with 83 months133

(90% of the total) each to generate the variance and skewness maps shown in Figs. 2c and d.134

Daily average surface absorbed shortwave radiation data are from the AVHRR satellite, (Karlsson135

et al. 2012) and cover JJA 1995-2009. Monthly average radiation data are from the CERES satellite136

(Loeb et al. 2018) and cover 2000-2017. To check for consistency in the data sets (as we did for137

the temperature data), we averaged daily observations from the AVHRR data set for each month138

in the record and compared the resultant variance and skewness statistics to the CERES data set.139

We found that statistics calculated from the AVHRR monthly averaged data agree well with those140

calculated from CERES over their common 2000-2009 period. Finally, we used monthly mean141

near-surface specific humidity q and surface soil moisture m output from the ERA5 spanning142

1985-2014 because global observations of these quantities do not exist.143
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b. The surface energy and moisture budget (SEMB) model144

Over land, the surface energy budget is:145

C
dT
dt
= FSW −FLW − LE −Hs −G . (1)

In Eq. 1, T is the land surface temperature, FSW is the absorbed shortwave radiation, FLW is the146

net upward surface longwave radiation, E is the evapotranspiration, Hs is the surface sensible heat147

flux, and G is the ground heat flux. L is the latent enthalpy of vaporization [J kg H2O−1] and the148

C parameter is the surface heat capacity defined as149

C = cpρsh , (2)

where cp is the specific heat of the soil, ρs is the soil density, and h is the soil depth. The units for150

all terms in Eq. 1 are [W m−2].151

The moisture budget for the surface soil layer is:152

µ
dm
dt
= P−E −R− I , (3)

where m measures the fraction of available soil pore space occupied by liquid water (m varies153

between zero and one). P is the precipitation rate, R is the runoff, and I is the infiltration rate. The154

water holding capacity of the soil layer µ in Eq. 3 is given by:155

µ = ρl hθmax , (4)

where ρl is the density of liquid water and θmax is the fraction of the soil matrix that is accessible156

to liquid water. The units for all terms in Eq. 3 are [kg H2O m−2 s−1].157

Net longwave radiation, surface sensible heat flux, and ground heat flux all respond to changes158

in surface temperature T . Linear regressions of surface temperature on these three energy fluxes159

explain most of their monthly variability despite the T4 behavior of longwave radiation and the160
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influence of other variables like atmospheric humidity and temperature or wind speed (see Var-161

gas Zeppetello et al. 2020b). We assume that162

FLW +Hs +G = α(T −Tmin) , (5)

where Tmin is a minimum temperature imposed on the model and α [W m−2 K−1], the “dry163

response parameter”, quantifies how effectively the longwave, sensible, and ground heat fluxes164

damp temperature anomalies in the absence of evapotranspiration.165

We parameterize evapotranspiration as166

E = νLm (qs(T)− q) , (6)

where the parameter νL = ρa/rs, where ρa is the density of near surface air and rs [s m−1] is167

the effective surface resistance. The saturation specific humidity qs(T) is given by the Clausius-168

Clapeyron relationship and q is the climatological near-surface specific humidity. We neglect169

variations in q, which have been shown to be much smaller than variations in qs(T) that are driven170

by fluctuations in surface temperature (van Heerwaarden et al. 2010). The linear dependence of171

E on m in Eq. 6 has been used since the earliest climate models (Manabe 1969) and captures172

the basic hydrological connection between soil moisture and evapotranspiration (Delworth and173

Manabe 1988). In previous work (Vargas Zeppetello et al. 2019), we have shown that Eq. 6 can174

accurately model the observed transition in evapotranspiration behavior across wet and dry soil175

moisture ‘regimes’ provided that the surface energy budget equation (Eq. 1) is coupled to the176

surface moisture budget (Eq. 3).177

Using Eqs. 5 - 6 and assuming that runoff and infiltration act only to impose an upper limit on178

surface soil moisture, we arrive at the following equations for the evolution of temperature and soil179

moisture:180
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C
dT
dt
= FSW (t)−α(T −Tmin)− LνLm (qs(T)− q) , (7)

µ
dm
dt
= P(t)− νLm (qs(T)− q) . (8)

In Eqs. 7-8, the shortwave radiation FSW and precipitation P are time dependent forcings on the181

land surface and assumed independent of the state variables T and m. While this assumption182

does not hold everywhere (Koster et al. 2004), it allows us to use daily shortwave radiation and183

precipitation data as inputs to the model and investigate the temperature response.184

Hereafter, Eqs. 7 and 8 will be referred to as the surface energy and moisture budget (SEMB)185

model. The SEMB model relies on three parameters: the soil column depth, set to be h = 10 cm;186

the surface resistance, set to the same value (rs = 75 s m−1) as in a similar diagnostic model of land187

surface temperature developed in Vargas Zeppetello et al. (2020a); and the dry response parameter188

α [W m−2 K−1], which is a function of regional mean temperature and soil moisture because it189

in part corresponds to the mean longwave cooling and Bowen ratio. In the modelling discussed190

below, values for α are taken from previous work that calculated linear regressions between the191

fluxes in Eq. 5 and surface temperature (Vargas Zeppetello et al. 2020b). The model is initialized192

with values of T and m, at each time step the fluxes are calculated, then a finite difference algorithm193

integrates the state variables forward in time. For all results presented here we used 60 time steps194

per day, but our results were not sensitive to this value.195

c. Model evaluation: the SEMB model control simulations196

As a verification of the SEMBmodel, we use the observed daily time series of radiation FSW and197

precipitation P for 15 summers (JJA 1995-2009) from within the two regions highlighted by boxes198

in Fig. 2 as model forcings in Eqs. 7 and 8; these represent our control simulations for both regions.199
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Values for α and the relevant climatological parameters for both regions are shown in Table 1.200

We use the climatological averaged m and T from ERA5 reanalysis for the initial conditions in201

all simulations; statistics generated by the SEMB model are not sensitive to the choice of initial202

conditions.203

Before we present model results, two important caveats must be acknowledged. First, we204

compare surface temperature from the SEMB model to daily maximum two-meter air temperature205

observations (because a comprehensive gridded dataset of daily average surface temperature does206

not exist). The correlation between land surface and two-meter air temperature is generally greater207

than 0.9 outside the tropics (Good et al. 2017), suggesting that the variability in surface temperature208

output by the SEMB model can be directly compared to the variability in observed maximum two-209

meter air temperature. Second, the SEMB model is forced with daily average values of shortwave210

radiation and the resulting temperature is compared to observed daily maximum two-meter air211

temperature. Despite these inconsistencies between the model and the observations we compare it212

to, Figs. 3a and b show that the surface temperature variability simulated by the SEMB model is213

similar to the variability in observed maximum two-meter air temperatures.214

In Figs. 3c-f, the temperature variance (c-d) and skewness (e-f) simulated by the SEMB model215

are shown as functions of averaging timescale (green dots), along with the observed values (blue216

dots), and the difference between observed and SEMB model statistics (red dots). To create these217

plots, randomly chosen continuous segments of different numbers of days were sampled from218

individual years in the record. Each dot in Figs. 3c-f shows the average variance or skewness219

averaged across 5,000 trials. Results were relatively insensitive to the number of trials.220

There is good agreement between the SEMBmodel and observations: When forcedwith observed221

radiation and precipitation, the SEMB model features (i) a decrease in variance as the averaging222

timescale increases from one day to one month and (ii) an increasingly positive skewness at longer223
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averaging timescales. The SEMB model underestimates the low frequency temperature variance,224

particularly over Eastern Europe (see Figs. 3c and d); this is expected because thermal advection225

contributes to daily temperature variance (Tamarin-Brodsky et al. 2020) and is not included as a226

forcing in our model. However, the SEMBmodel more accurately simulates the variance on longer227

timescales; this suggests that advection is not a significant source of monthly average temperature228

variability in either region, consistent with the findings of Holmes et al. (2016) and Chan et al.229

(2020). In the four sections that follow, we illuminate the impact of shortwave radiation and230

precipitation on land surface temperature variability to understand the processes responsible for231

the dependence of summer temperature statistics on averaging timescale seen in the observations232

and simulated by the SEMB model.233

3. Radiation, Precipitation, and Temperature Variability234

a. Observations of radiation-induced temperature variability235

Figure 4 shows the daily and monthly average absorbed shortwave radiation variance and skew-236

ness across the midlatitudes (note again the different color bars on the variance plots). On daily237

timescales, the skewness of surface shortwave radiation is strongly negative nearly everywhere,238

probably because in clear sky conditions, insolation is at its maximum value and clouds can only239

decrease the absorbed shortwave flux at the surface.240

To quantify the contribution of shortwave radiation fluctuations to summertime temperature241

variability, we modify the SEMB model to exclude the influence of soil moisture anomalies on the242

surface energy budget: by prescribing a constant mean value of soil moisture m in Eq. 7, we can243

study how surface temperature responds to fluctuations in shortwave radiation in the absence of244

soil moisture fluctuations. We expand shortwave radiation and temperature into a climatological245
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mean value (barred terms) and anomalies about the climatology (primed terms); for temperature,246

T = T +T ′. By assuming that the climatological fluxes are in equilibrium, we obtain:247

C
dT ′

dt
= F′SW −αT ′− LνLmγT ′ . (9)

The value of γ ≡ dqs(T)/dT is calculated from the Claussius-Clapeyron relationship using observed248

local climatological temperatures across the land surface. Again, we have neglected variations in249

specific humidity to obtain Eq. 9 (see van Heerwaarden et al. 2010). While the temperature ten-250

dency term is important for understanding the diurnal cycle of surface temperature (Kleidon and251

Renner 2018), scale analysis shows that, on timescales longer than one day, the time tendency term252

in Eq. 9 is small compared to terms on the right-hand-side and can be safely ignored.253

Retaining only the primed terms generates a diagnostic equation for radiation-induced tempera-254

ture anomalies:255

T ′ =
F′SW

α+ LνLmγ
. (10)

Eq. 10 is similar to the model presented in Vargas Zeppetello et al. (2020a), but here soil moisture256

anomalies have been completely neglected. The diagnosticmodel (Eq. 10) predicts that temperature257

anomalies are inversely proportional to mean soil moisture because a higher fraction of incoming258

energy is used to evaporate liquid water over wet soils than over dry soils; this effect has been noted259

in several previous studies (e.g. Seneviratne et al. 2010; Koster et al. 2015). Analysis of Eq. 10260

shows that in regions with high climatological soil moisture (m ≈ 1), temperature anomalies are261

damped roughly twice as much as in regions where there is no soil moisture (m = 0).262

Using Eq. 10, we write the radiation-induced temperature variance in the absence of soil moisture263

anomalies as:264

σ2(TSW ) =
σ2(FSW )

(α+ Lνmγ)2
. (11)
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Equation 10 also implies a radiation-induced temperature skewness exactly equal to the skewness265

in observed shortwave radiation:266

S(TSW ) = S(FSW ) . (12)

Substituting the observed variance in absorbed shortwave radiation σ2(FSW ) on daily and monthly267

timescales (Figs. 4a and c, respectively) into Eq. 11 yields the estimates of radiation-induced268

temperature variance shown in Figs. 5a and b, respectively. Figure 5c shows the frequency269

distribution of the ratio of radiation-induced temperature variance to observed temperature variance270

on both daily and monthly timescales. A value of 1 in Fig. 5c implies that radiation explains the271

entirety of the temperature variance – perfect agreement between Eq. 11 and the observations.272

Across themidlatitudes, our diagnosticmodel of radiation-induced temperature variability accounts273

for 54%of the daily temperature variance on average, and 38%of themonthly temperature variance,274

consistent with results presented in Vargas Zeppetello et al. (2020a).275

Importantly, our diagnostic model for radiation-induced temperature anomalies (Eq. 10) implies276

that there is some component of temperature skewness that should exactly match the radiation277

skewness (see Eq. 12). If radiation was the only process contributing to summertime temperature278

variability, the observed skewness of shortwave radiation and temperature should match on all279

timescales. Analysis of Figs. 2 and 4 shows that there is a higher pattern correlation between280

temperature and shortwave radiation skewness on daily timescales thanmonthly timescales (r =0.38281

for daily values vs. r = 0.09 for monthly values). This is due to the higher fraction of total282

temperature variance attributable to shortwave radiation on daily timescales (54% vs. 38%). The283

importance of radiation to daily temperature variability is reflected in the higher pattern correlation284

between observed daily temperature and shortwave radiation skewness. On monthly timescales,285

variability in shortwave radiation accounts for less of the overall temperature variance; this fact286
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is reflected in the low pattern correlation between monthly temperature and shortwave radiation287

skewness.288

Taken together, these results suggest that variability in FSW , i.e. atmospheric cloudiness, is289

the primary mechanism that determines variance and skewness in summertime temperatures on290

daily timescales in the midlatitudes. On monthly timescales, the results of this section suggest that291

variability in FSW anomalies alone cannot account for the skewness in monthly average temperature292

observations. Other mechanisms are required to explain the variability in temperature on monthly293

timescales.294

b. Modeled radiation and precipitation-induced temperature variability295

To compare the effects of shortwave radiation and precipitation variability on the moments of296

summertime temperatures across averaging timescales, we return to our two case studies presented297

in Section 2. Figure 6 shows results from the control experiment (i.e, Eqs. 7-8 forced by observed298

FSW and P) shown in Fig. 3 along with three new experiments. In the first (orange dots), soil299

moisture is held constant and the SEMB model is forced only with the observed radiation time300

series for both regions; this is similar to our radiation-induced temperature anomalymodel (Eq. 10).301

In the second (brown dots), shortwave radiation is held constant at its climatological value and the302

temperature variability in the SEMB model is induced entirely by precipitation. In the third (pur-303

ple dots), the observed precipitation forcing is applied to the SEMB model along with a low-pass304

filtered shortwave radiation time series with a two-week cutoff timescale; temperature variability305

in this experiment is induced by the covariance between low frequency radiation variability and306

precipitation.307

In both study regions, removing all soil moisture variability reduces daily average temperature308

variance by roughly a factor of two compared to the control simulation (cf. the orange and green309
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dots in Fig. 6a, b), consistent with our result that daily radiation-induced temperature variance is310

roughly half of the total daily temperature variance. The monthly average radiation-induced tem-311

perature variance is extremely low in both regions. The radiation-induced temperature skewness is312

negative on daily timescales and tends toward zero as the average averaging timescale increases in313

both regions considered. Results from the radiation-induced temperature variability SEBM model314

experiments are in line with our more general findings presented above that i) negative skewness315

in shortwave radiation explains why the daily temperature variability is negatively skewed in much316

of the midlatitudes away from the influence of the oceans (e.g. the Central U.S.) and ii) monthly317

average radiation variability cannot account for the pattern of monthly average temperature skew-318

ness.319

In the precipitation-induced temperature variability experiments that allow soil moisture to vary320

and hold shortwave radiation fixed (brown dots in Fig. 6), the simulated temperature variance321

and skewness decrease only slightly as averaging timescale increases. The relative insensitivity322

of precipitation-induced temperature variance and skewness to averaging timescale hints at the323

long memory of soil moisture anomalies. We will explore the implications of this result for low324

frequency temperature variability in the sections that follow. The precipitation-induced tempera-325

ture variability SEMB model experiments feature positive temperature skewness at all timescales;326

an important result that suggests precipitation-induced temperature variability may play an im-327

portant role in the increasingly positive skewness in temperature observations at longer averaging328

timescales in both study regions (and 55% of the midlatitudes). The impact of precipitation forc-329

ing is clear even for daily variability. The radiation-induced temperature skewness output from330

the SEBM model is much more negative than in the control experiment (and in the observations),331

demonstrating that precipitation-induced temperature variability increases the skewness that would332

stem from shortwave radiation variability alone, even on daily timescales.333
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In the low frequency covariance-induced temperature variability experiments that remove high-334

frequency radiation variability from the forcing time series, daily average temperature variance is335

reduced by roughly a factor of two compared to the control simulations (c.f., the purple and green336

dots in Fig. 6a,b). However, on monthly timescales, the precipitation and low frequency radiation-337

induced temperature variance accounts for nearly all of the monthly temperature variance found in338

the control experiments for both regions. Allowing low frequency shortwave radiation variability339

to interact with precipitation forcing in the SEMB model enhances the positive monthly temper-340

ature skewness over the central U.S. relative to the precipitation-induced temperature variability341

experiment (cf, the brown and purple dots in Fig. 6c), suggesting that radiation acts to amplify342

extremely high temperatures in this region. In eastern Europe however, the precipitation-induced343

temperature skewness is larger than the temperature skewness induced by the low frequency co-344

variance between shortwave radiation and precipitation. This can be explained by noting that i)345

skewness is inversely proportional to variance and ii) the low frequency covariance contribution346

to the overall monthly averaged temperature variance is much larger in eastern Europe than it is in347

the central U.S. (c.f. the difference between the purple and brown dots in Fig. 6b vs. 6a).348

Collectively, the SEMBmodel experiments suggest that the variance in long-lived (e.g., monthly349

average) summertime temperature anomalies in the central U.S. and eastern Europe is induced350

primarily by precipitation and the covariance in low frequency solar radiation and precipitation351

variability (see also Vargas Zeppetello et al. 2020a, for an analysis that encompasses the entire mid-352

latitudes). The observed positive skewness in low frequency temperature anomalies in both these353

regions appears to be solely due to soil moisture anomalies driven by precipitation. To understand354

how soil moisture variability causes positive skewness in low frequency temperature variability in355

both of these regions, and whether or not this behavior is general or specific to these regions, we356
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need a more thorough treatment of the connections between temperature, evapotranspiration, and357

soil moisture that we will develop in the following sections.358

4. Soil Moisture Variability and Positive Temperature Skewness359

Many studies have noted that soil moisture, because of its relationship to evapotranspiration and360

the surface energy budget, is a crucial driver of temperature variability during summertime (e.g.361

Delworth andManabe 1988; Seneviratne et al. 2010). In this section, wemodify the SEMBmodel’s362

governing equations to explore how soil moisture variability impacts the probability distribution363

of summertime temperature when the land surface energy budget is in steady-state. We begin by364

fixing insolation at its climatological average and neglecting the small time tendency term in Eq. 7.365

The resulting equation eliminates shortwave radiation variability as a forcing:366

0 = FSW −α(T −Tmin)− LνLm (qs(T)− q) . (13)

Equation 13 specifies the relationship between m and T for constant FSW and q. The set of all T and367

m values that satisfy Eq. 13 for a particular set of parameters (rs, q, FSW , etc...) is a “steady-state368

set” – a curve in temperature-soil moisture phase space that describes the climate on low frequency369

timescales (i.e., when the surface energy budget is in steady state).370

To see how these steady-state sets can be used to understand the shape of the temperature371

distribution, Fig. 7a shows a hypothetical linear steady-state set with a dashed line. In this case, the372

temperature distribution would be an exact reflection of the soil moisture distribution; positively373

skewed soil moisture distributions (characteristic of dry regions in ERA5) would lead to positively374

skewed temperature distributions and vice versa for negatively skewed soil moisture distributions375

(characteristic of wet regions). In contrast, the solid curve in Fig. 7a, shows the steady-state set376

generated by substituting realistic values of climatological atmospheric humidity q, shortwave377
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radiation FSW , and surface resistance rs into Eq. 13. The important aspect of this more realistic378

(i.e., informed by the physics of Eq. 13) steady-state set is that a given negative soil moisture379

anomaly −δm results in a much greater temperature anomaly than a positive soil moisture anomaly380

of the same magnitude +δm. Hence, a Gaussian soil moisture distribution (skewness = 0) results381

in a positive temperature skewness, though positively skewed soil moisture distributions could still382

result in negative temperature skewness and will be examined below. The source of the non-linear383

behavior evident in the steady-state set in Fig. 7a is the feedback between soil moisture, evaporative384

cooling, and atmospheric water vapor demand (Vargas Zeppetello et al. 2019). Since the vapor385

pressure deficit is larger in a dry climate (low m) than in a wet climate, a fluctuation in soil moisture386

in a dry climate causes a greater evaporation perturbation and thus a greater impact on the surface387

energy budget than in a wet climate (high m).388

Before probing the effect of different soil moisture distributions on temperature skewness, we389

examine the sensitivity of the resultant temperature distributions to three climatological parameters.390

The sensitivity of the steady-state sets defined by Eq. 13 to the climatological specific humidity391

q, shortwave forcing FSW , and resistance parameter rs are shown in Figs. 7b-d, respectively. All392

realistic climatologies feature the non-linear dependence of temperature on soil moisture that would393

render positively skewed temperature distribution if the distribution of soil moisture anomalies were394

Gaussian (i.e., non-skewed). However, steady-state sets in climates with high values of specific395

humidity or surface resistance and low values of incident shortwave radiation look more linear than396

the typical steady-state sets. Since the non-linearity of the steady-state sets is tied to the feedback397

between temperature, evaporation, and soil moisture, any changing climatological parameter that398

reduces total evaporation will lead to a more linear steady-state set while any environmental399

modifications that increase total evapotranspiration will accentuate the non-linearity of the steady-400

state sets. In general though, the pattern of non-linearity in the steady-state sets that favors positively401
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skewed temperature distributions is consistent across a broad swath of climatological parameters.402

We can quantify the impact of the underlying soil moisture probability density function on403

temperature variability by further simplifying Eq. 13. A Taylor expansion of the equation for vapor404

pressure deficit about the dew point temperature TD gives:405

qs(T)− q = qs(TD)− q+
dqs

dT
(T −TD) ≡ γ(T −TD) , (14)

where qs(TD)− q ≡ 0 by definition and, as in Eq. 9, γ ≡ dqs/dT . Inserting Eq. 14 into Eq. 13, we406

obtain:407

0 = FSW −α(T −Tmin)− LνLmγ(T −TD) . (15)

The differences between steady-state sets calculated according to Eqs. 13 and 15 are small (not408

shown); the strength (and not the non-linearity) of the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship is the409

major cause of the non-linear relationship between evapotranspiration and soil moisture (see410

Vargas Zeppetello et al. 2019). By assuming Tmin ≡ TD remains constant, we can rearrange Eq. 15411

to write temperature as a function of soil moisture:412

T −TD =
FSW

α+ LνLγm
. (16)

Given a probability density function for soil moisture g(m) the temperature probability density413

f (T) (see Papoulis 1965) is:414

f (T −TD) = g(m)
���� dT
dm

����−1
. (17)

By combining the steady-state set shown in Fig. 8awith two idealized g(m)PDFs (shown in Fig. 8b),415

we obtain two solutions f (T −TD) shown in Fig. 8c. One soil moisture density function is normally416

distributed (blue, zero skew), qualitatively consistent with ERA5 monthly soil moisture output417

from a humid climate (the central U.S.) and the other is a Gamma distribution (brown, positive418
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skew), qualitatively consistent with an arid climate (the western U.S.). Importantly, applying both419

soil moisture distributions to Eq. 17 results in positively skewed temperature density functions;420

temperature skewness is greatest for the Gaussian soil moisture distribution.421

Collectively, the results of sections 2c and 3b show that positive skewness in observed monthly422

average temperature variability must be induced by precipitation, in agreement with analyses of423

global climate models in fixed soil moisture experiments (Berg et al. 2014). In this section, we have424

shown how positive skewness can be expected from temperature variability driven by soil moisture425

fluctuations if the land surface is in equilibrium, a condition that more accurately describes monthly426

temperature variability than daily. Random variations in soil moisture can be expected to generate427

temperature distributions that are positively skewed because of the non-linear relationship between428

temperature, soil moisture, and evapotranspiration.429

Of course, soil moisture does not fluctuate independently of temperature. Soil moisture is430

generated by precipitation events that, to first order, are randomly distributed in time (Eagleson431

1978). In the next section, we develop a “random precipitation” model for summertime soil432

moisture that is driven by random precipitation impulses. This extremely simple model, when433

combined with the surface energy budget (Eq. 7) reproduces the essential patterns of temperature434

variance and skewness that are manifest in monthly observations across the midlatitudes.435

5. A Random Precipitation Model of Summertime Soil Moisture Variability436

Soil moisture is replenished by precipitation events, and depleted over “inter-storm” periods437

(McColl et al. 2019). Eagleson (1978) demonstrated that precipitation can be well modeled as an438

event-based Poisson process with average event frequency ω and intensities given by a Gamma439

distribution. Building on this story, we run the SEMBmodel for one summer (92 days)with constant440

shortwave radiation FSW . The precipitation occurs randomly in time and the intensities are drawn441
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from a Gamma distribution. Figure 9a shows the results from the SEMBmodel in temperature-soil442

moisture phase space. Four precipitation events occurred in this 92 day simulation. In panel (a)443

we have added arrows that indicate the temporal evolution of the state variables (T , m) through444

phase space and added purple circles to denote 24-hour increments in the continuum shown by the445

dashed gray line.446

Figure 9b shows a schematic of the important pattern found in the experiment described above.447

The period immediately following an instantaneous precipitation event (blue arrows in Fig. 9b) is448

characterized by a decrease in temperature because more soil moisture is available for enhanced449

evapotranspiration. The surface heat capacity is low, so the cooling occurs rapidly; we refer to450

this short period as the “storm moisture cooling” (green arrows in Fig. 9b). Following this rapid451

cooling, drying by evapotranspiration occurs and the land surface slowly warms in a manner that452

nearly follows the steady-state set derived in Section 4 (see Fig. 7 and red arrow in Fig. 9b). The453

steady-state set for the model parameters used in this simulation is shown with a thick black line454

in Fig. 9a and is nearly coincident with the warming and drying of the land surface simulated455

by the time dependent SEMB model (gray lines and purple circles). The close spacing of the456

24-hour increments (purple circles) in the warming and drying portion of the simulation shown457

in Fig. 9a implies that the drying timescale of the land surface is much longer than the cooling458

timescale immediately following a precipitation event; the processes responsible for setting the459

drying timescale of the land surface will be crucial to our development of the random precipitation460

model.461

a. Deriving the random precipitation model of summertime soil moisture462

The results of the SEMB experiment shown in Fig. 9a motivate an even simpler model of soil463

moisture. By treating precipitation events as instantaneous spikes of variable magnitude pn, we464
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can write a simplified version of the surface moisture budget (Eq. 8) that neglects the coupling465

between evaporation and temperature anomalies:466

µ
dm
dt
=

dJ
dt
− νLmV , (18)

where µ and νL are defined in section 2, V is the climatological average vapor pressure deficit, and467

J = p1+ p2+ ...+ pN , (19)

represents a Poisson series of precipitation events with average frequency ω. This model of soil468

moisture assumes a fixed value of potential evapotranspiration given by νLV . A similar version of469

Eq. 18 was developed to explain simulated soil moisture in an early climate model (Delworth and470

Manabe 1988), but our consideration of precipitation as events rather than a continuous white noise471

time series is more realistic. An idealized model of a similar precipitation-induced phenomena472

(cloud aerosol sinks) is found in Baker et al. (1979). The solution to Eq. 18 subject to the forcing473

J given by Eq. 19 is a sum of exponential decays474

m(t) =
N∑

n=0
pne−(t−tn)/τ , (20)

where t ≥ tn and N is the total number of precipitation events pn that occur at time tn, and475

τ ≡
µ

νLV
. (21)

Eq. 20 says that the moisture at time t is equal to the sum of the residual moisture from past476

precipitation events that has not yet been lost to evapotranspiration. τ is the characteristic e-folding477

timescale on which the land surface dries by evapotranspiration in the absence of precipitation.478

The soil moisture time series output from our random precipitation model is an example of “shot479

noise” (see Papoulis 1965). By using soil moisture output from the random precipitation model as480

a forcing on the surface energy budget (Eq. 7) instead of precipitation and neglecting fluctuations481
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in shortwave radiation, we obtain a complementary random precipitation model for summertime482

temperature variability.483

There are two important distinctions between the governing equations for soil moisture in the484

random precipitation model and the SEMB model. First, changes in temperature do not effect485

the random precipitation model for soil moisture (Eq. 18); the potential evapotranspiration rate is486

a function of the climatological vapor pressure deficit V and the invariant surface resistance rs.487

Hence, under cooler conditions, the drying in the random precipitation model will be faster than488

in reality (and vice versa for warmer conditions) because the evapotranspiration rate is uncoupled489

from the surface temperature. Second, the random precipitation model has no cap on soil moisture,490

whereas in the SEMB model, runoff and infiltration fluxes act to constrain m to a value between491

zero and one.492

An example solution to the random precipitation model is shown in Fig. 9c; it is generated493

from Eq. 20 with Poisson distributed precipitation events with an average precipitation frequency494

of one event every five days. Substituting the resulting soil moisture output from the random495

precipitation model (Fig. 9c) into the surface energy budget with fixed shortwave radiation, we496

obtain the temperature time series shown in Fig. 9d. The purple letters in Fig. 9 demonstrate that497

the soil moisture and temperature output from the random precipitation model roughly corresponds498

to the stages that we identified in the SEMB model experiment shown in Fig. 9a.499

b. Moments of soil moisture in the random precipitation model500

The moments of the soil moisture distribution in the random precipitation model (Eq. 18) can be501

calculated analytically and expressed simply in terms of a non-dimensional number Z502

Z ≡ ωτ , (22)
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where, as in Eq. 20, τ is the characteristic timescale of land surface drying through evapotran-503

spiration (Eq. 21) and ω is the average event frequency of precipitation. Appendix A details504

the calculations of the moments of m. For precipitation event intensities pn given by a Gamma505

distribution with average event intensity po, the first three moments of soil moisture are:506

m = poZ , (23)

σ2(m) = (p2
o+ po)Z , (24)

S(m) =
2po+3p2

o+ p3
o

(p2
o+ po)

3/2
23/2

3
√

Z
. (25)

The moments of temperature in the random precipitation temperature model cannot be calculated507

analytically, they must be computed from output from simulations where soil moisture output from508

the random precipitation model is used as a forcing on the surface energy budget (Eq. 7). In the509

following section, we discuss experiments that compare output from the randomprecipitationmodel510

to the SEMB model and demonstrate that in the absence of variability in shortwave radiation, the511

statistical moments of summertime moisture and temperature variability are strongly determined512

by the parameter Z = ωτ.513

6. The Z Parameter Explains Summertime Soil Moisture and Temperature Variability514

To compare the SEMB and random precipitation models, we simulate a range of climates using515

both. To do this, twenty pairs of climatological specific humidity q and average precipitation516

frequency ω were applied to both models to simulate background climatologies that range from517

extremely arid (low q andω) to extremely humid (high q andω). While the potential combinations518

of q and ω are endless, we found that observed ω and climatological q from ERA5 are correlated,519

effectively eliminating some combinations of q and ω from consideration. For example, it is520

extremely unlikely for a region with high precipitation frequency to also have extremely low q;521
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this feature of continental climates helped guide our selection of the parameter pairings. In all522

simulations, the intensities of precipitation impulses were drawn from a Gamma distribution;523

all other model parameters, including the constant shortwave radiation forcing, come from the524

European Box in Fig. 2 and are detailed in Table 1. For each pair, an ensemble of 1,000 simulations525

are performed with the SEMB and the random precipitation models, each simulation is for 1,000526

days, and the last 500 days are used to calculate moments of temperature and soil moisture for each527

simulation then averaged across all 1,000 simulations. In each of the twenty background climates,528

the mean temperature depends on both the parameters applied to the simulations and the models529

themselves; we calculate τ using the mean temperature from the simulations themselves and do530

not use the a priori value of T . For the random precipitation model, there is an inconsistency531

here because we had to specify a mean temperature as part of the specification of climatological532

evapotranspiration; see Eq. 21. Instead of this specified temperature, we used the mean temperature533

from the simulations in both models to calculate V and thus the resultant climatological τ and Z534

for the particular (q, ω) pairing in each experiment.535

Figure 10 shows the first three statistical moments (mean, variance, and skewness) of daily536

average soil moisture and temperature as a function of the climatological Z parameter from each537

of the twenty background climate simulations. While we present moments calculated from daily538

average data, the moments are fairly insensitive to averaging timescale (similar to the results from539

radiation-induced temperature variability experiment presented in Fig. 6). Because the analytical540

expression for the soil moisture moments is continuous in Z (Eqs. 23-25), we show these values541

as a continuum in the dashed black line of Figs. 10a-c. All other moments are calculated from542

either coupled SEMB model simulations (blue dots), or from using the time series generated by543

the random precipitation model as a forcing on Eq. 7 (black dots in Figs. 10d-f).544
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a. Soil moisture moments in the SEMB and random precipitation models545

Figures 10a-c show qualitative agreement between the SEMB and random precipitation models546

on the moments of the soil moisture distribution; the differences between the twomodels illuminate547

the impact of temperature anomalies on evapotranspiration and the limits imposed on soil moisture548

by runoff and infiltration. The mean soil moisture in the random precipitation model is a linear549

function of Z , reflecting both the increase in average precipitation frequency ω and decrease in550

evaporative demand by increasing q. The increase in m with Z is sub-linear in the SEMB model551

experiments (Fig. 10a), likely because of the physical cap on soil moisture in the SEMBmodel that552

does not permit unphysically high values of soil moisture (m>1) to contribute to m.553

The variance in soil moisture differs significantly between the SEMB and random precipitation554

models (Fig. 10b). The random precipitation model (Eq. 24) features a linear relationship between555

Z and σ2(m), but the SEMB model experiments show a saturation of σ2(m) for Z > 5. This556

is likely due to both the lack of a soil moisture constraint in the random precipitation model557

that allows extreme precipitation events to overfill the soil moisture bucket, and the negative558

feedback between soil moisture, evaporative cooling, and vapor pressure deficit that suppresses559

evapotranspiration anomalies at high values of soil moisture in the SEMBmodel. The temperature-560

evaporation coupling in the SEMB model limits variance at higher soil moisture values because561

the evaporation-induced soil moisture anomalies are damped when the temperature decreases.562

Despite the differences in the variance, the SEMB and random precipitation models broadly563

agree in terms of soil moisture skewness (Fig. 10c). For extremely low values of Z , both models564

feature extremely large positive skewness associated with extremely infrequent precipitation events565

that induce large positive soil moisture anomalies. As the average frequency of precipitation events566

increases, the skewness tends toward zero in both the SEMB and random precipitation models. In567
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the SEMBmodel, the skewness dips below zero for high Z values because the cap on soil moisture568

prevents a long tail from developing on the wet side of the soil moisture distribution. This aligns569

with soil moisture output from the ERA5 that also shows a transition from positive skewness in570

dry regions to negative skewness in wet regions (not shown).571

b. Temperature moments in the SEMB and the random precipitation models572

Figures 10d-f show qualitative agreement between the SEMB and random precipitation models573

on the first three moments of the temperature distribution. The mean temperatures output from574

the random precipitation model are cooler than those from the SEMB model for high Z values,575

consistent with the higher mean soil moisture values in the random precipitation model (Fig. 10d).576

However, both models exhibit non-linear relationships between Z andT that mirror the relationship577

between m and T shown in Fig. 7 (this is expected because Eq. 23 shows Z ∝ m).578

Both models show extremely low variance for small Z values (Fig. 10e). As Z increases, tem-579

perature variance quickly increases; in these intermediate Z values, the mean temperature (and580

therefore vapor pressure deficit) is high, meaning that soil moisture anomalies can generate large581

evaporative cooling anomalies that increase temperature variance. As Z continues to increase, the582

coupling between evaporation and vapor pressure deficit reduces the effect of any soil moisture583

anomaly on evapotranspiration, thereby reducing the temperature variance (see Seneviratne et al.584

2010; Vargas Zeppetello et al. 2019).585

Finally, the temperature distributions from both models feature a transition from negative skew-586

ness to positive skewness as Z increases. Without taking shortwave radiation variability into587

account, at low precipitation frequencies, extreme temperatures tend to be cold and due to the588

extremely rare precipitation impulses. As Z increases and the background climate becomes more589

humid, we see that the temperature becomes positively skewed because infrequent dry spells be-590
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come the dominant driver of extremely warm temperatures.591

The results from the random precipitation temperature model have profound implications for592

the emergence of heat waves. Even in this extremely simple model of precipitation-induced tem-593

perature variability, extreme and persistent warm periods are due to infrequent, long-lived dry594

spells in an otherwise humid climate. In both models, heat waves emerge naturally in relatively595

humid climates because of the non-linear relationship between evapotranspiration, soil moisture,596

and temperature that ensures that relatively infrequent dry spells generate disproportionately high597

temperatures compared to wet spells. As noted above, these results are relatively insensitive to598

averaging timescale because of the long memory of soil moisture anomalies brought on by precip-599

itation. We will discuss the implication of these results for observed temperature statistics on daily600

and monthly timescales in the following section.601

c. Understanding the temperature statistics across Europe602

We have shown that the simple random precipitation model, with soil moisture dynamics com-603

pletely determined by the timescale of drying τ and the frequency of precipitation ω, coupled604

to the surface energy budget (Eq. 7) captures the moments of temperature that emerge from the605

SEMB model when fluctuations in shortwave radiation are ignored. The non-dimensional number606

Z = ωτ provides a way to understand how the moments of temperature vary across the land sur-607

face. Using temperature and precipitation from observations and specific humidity from ERA5,608

we can calculate climatological values for τ, ω, and Z; maps of these three parameters are shown609

in Fig. 11. The pattern correlation between the map of Z shown in Fig. 11c and m from ERA5610

reanalysis is r = 0.81 across the midlatitudes (when mountainous and high latitude coastal regions611

where Z > 10 are removed from the analysis), which is expected from Eq. 23 (Z ∝ m). In Europe612

(the boxed region in Fig. 11c) this correlation improves to r = 0.87. The excellent agreement613
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between the random precipitation model and soil moisture from ERA5 suggests that the random614

precipitation model should explain the patterns of temperature variability well across Europe.615

To understand the relative contributions of shortwave radiation and precipitation to monthly aver-616

age temperature variability, we decompose temperature anomalies into radiation and precipitation617

components T ′ = T ′SW +T ′P, respectively, whereby the precipitation-induced temperature variance618

can be written:619

σ2(T)P = T ′2P +2T ′SWT ′P . (26)

Precipitation-induced temperature variance includes a component associated with the covariance of620

monthly precipitation and radiation-induced temperature anomalies; this contribution is physically621

realistic because all precipitation anomalies on monthly timescales are associated with a reduction622

in overall cloud cover, but not all reductions in shortwave radiation are associated with precipitation623

(see Vargas Zeppetello et al. 2020a). Since we attribute the covariance term to precipitation, we624

can write another expression for σ2(T)P that follows directly from our original decomposition:625

σ2(T)P = σ2(T)−σ2(TSW ) , (27)

where σ2(T) is the total temperature variance and σ2(TSW ) is the radiation-induced temperature626

variance (Eq. 11). The corresponding equation that quantifies the precipitation-induced tempera-627

ture skewness S(T)P is:628

S(T)P =
1

σ2(T)3/2

(
T ′3P +3(T ′2SWT ′P +T ′2P T ′SW )

)
, (28)

which can also be written,629

S(T)P = S(T)− S(FSW )

(
σ2(TSW )

σ2(T)

)3/2

, (29)

where S(T) is the temperature skewness and S(FSW ) is the skewness of shortwave radiation (see630

Eq. 12). The decompositions presented in Eqs. 27 and 29 express the precipitation-induced temper-631
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ature variance and skewness using only observed quantities (temperature and shortwave radiation)632

with the aid of Eqs. 11-12 for the moments of TSW . Equations 27 and 29 help to explain why633

the positive skewness of precipitation-induced temperature variability discussed above does not634

manifest on daily timescales: precipitation simply does not generate enough temperature variance635

on daily timescales compared to radiation (and in some regions, the atmospheric circulation) for636

the associated positive skewness to manifest in the observations.637

Figure 12 shows the relationships between climatological Z and the monthly average638

precipitation-induced temperature variance and skewness (Eqs. 27 and 29) over Europe (the boxed639

region in Fig. 11c). The 2D histograms (gray lines) are constructed by counting all the grid cells640

that fall into each bin increment of size δZ , δσ2(T)P or δS(T)P and then dividing by the total641

number of grid cells. The black dots show averages of σ2(T)P and S(T)P across equally spaced Z642

bins and the green dots show averages of σ2(T) and S(T) from observations (from Figs. 2c,d).643

Consistent with the analysis in previous sections, precipitation accounts for most of the monthly644

average temperature variance (σ2(T)P ≈ σ2(T)): radiation appears to play a secondary role. Both645

σ2(T)P and σ2(T) are low at Z ∼ 0, increase quickly until Z ∼ 3 and σ2(T)P decreases as Z in-646

creases further. Similar behavior is seen in the SEMB and random precipitation models, although647

the peak in precipitation-induced temperature variance occurs at a lower value of Z in the random648

precipitation model (cf. Figs. 10e and 12a).649

Figure 12b shows that precipitation accounts for virtually all of the skewness in the monthly650

temperature variability across Europe. The distribution of skewness as a function of Z is in ex-651

cellent agreement with that expected from the random precipitation model (compare the dots in652

Fig. 12b with Fig. 10f). For arid climates where Z is small, the observations show a ridge of653

points that starts negative and transitions to a nearly uniform positive value for Z ≥ 2, though as654

in the variance calculation, there is considerable spread about the ridge in skewness that points to655
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the role of regionally specific processes (proximity to the ocean, influence of advection from the656

polar regions) in determining local temperature skewness. In summary, the random precipitation657

model accurately captures the physics responsible for the variance and skewness in monthly aver-658

age temperature across Europe, and the variance and skewness in summertime temperature and be659

understood in terms of a single parameter Z that depends on the regionally specific precipitation660

frequency ω and single soil drying timescale (τ) that is given by the background climate.661

7. Discussion662

The warmest months that contribute to the positive skewness in monthly average temperatures663

(found on 64% of land area in the midlatitudes) are of particular interest to the question of heat664

waves. We have shown that these months are a consequence of soil moisture deficits attributable to665

meteorological droughts that are relatively infrequent in regions where Z , the product of average666

precipitation frequency (ω) and the soil moisture drying timescale (τ), is high. Still, not all dry667

spells lead to heat waves, and non-local effects have been shown to contribute to the highest daily668

temperatures (Miralles et al. 2014; Linz et al. 2018; Tamarin-Brodsky et al. 2020). This fact raises669

the question: How do we connect our results about extremely hot months to extremely hot days?670

We define an extremely hot day as one where the daily maximum exceeded the local 95th671

temperature percentile. Figure 13a shows the “extreme concentration” defined as the total number672

of extremely hot days that occurred during the three hottest months in the historical record (1985-673

2014) in each midlatitude grid box. If extremely hot days were randomly distributed across674

months, we would expect the three hottest months to contain approximately five extremely hot675

days. However, we find that in the three hottest months of the historical record, typically 10-50676

days qualified as “extremely hot.” That there is an exceptional number of extremely hot days during677

the hottest months across most of the midlatitudes is expected from our theoretical framework.678
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Our simple models accurately simulate the moments of daily andmonthly temperature variability679

in both the central U.S. and continental Europe (see sections 2c and 6c). Both regions have680

extreme concentration that is typical in the midlatitudes and much greater than if extremely hot681

days were distributed randomly. The results of our modelling case studies are applicable to682

most of the midlatitudes. As the link between extremely hot temperatures on daily and monthly683

timescales is evident in the observations, understanding monthly variability in temperature is key684

for understanding the emergence of individual extremely hot days.685

Figure 13b shows the fraction of total summertime precipitation from 1985-2014 that fell in the686

three hottest months at each grid point. The total amount of precipitation that falls during the687

warmest months is far less than is expected if rainfall were distributed randomly. Meteorological688

drought is a primary forcing agent for extremely hot months across the midlatitudes, as predicted by689

our random precipitation model. These results provide observational evidence for our conclusion690

that across themidlatitudes extremely high temperatures emerge from relatively infrequent extended691

dry spells across the land surface, particularly in places in the midlatitudes where the extreme692

concentration shown in Fig. 13a is high.693

8. Summary and Conclusions694

We began this study by considering the observed moments of summertime daily and monthly695

temperature as a way to understand the emergence of heat waves and extremely high temperatures.696

Over most of the midlatitudes, the magnitude of monthly average temperature skewness is typically697

larger and typically greater than the magnitude of daily maximum temperature skewness, which is698

in stark contrast with the central limit theorem’s prediction for a random variable, and a finding699

that implies that the processes that govern temperature variability are timescale dependent. In this700

study, we develop a theoretical model of summertime temperature variability (the SEMB model),701
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starting from the local energy and moisture budgets. When this model is forced by the observed702

net absorbed shortwave radiation and precipitation, it reproduces the observed positive skewness at703

monthly timescales as well as the increase in skewness of monthly averaged temperature compared704

to that of daily average temperature in two study regions (the central U.S. and eastern Europe).705

We perform a series of experiments with the SEMBmodel to show that shortwave radiation vari-706

ability is the dominant cause of variance and skewness of daily summertime temperature: negative707

skewness in daily maximum temperature found on 71% of the land surface in the midlatitudes708

is explained by the negatively skewed daily average shortwave radiation variability. On monthly709

timescales, the skewness in radiation cannot explain the observed skewness in temperature (sec-710

tion 3).711

We then demonstrate that positive skewness in low-frequency temperature variability stems from712

the non-linear relationship between soil moisture, evapotranspiration, and temperature, which en-713

sures that a much greater temperature anomaly results from a negative soil moisture anomaly than714

from an equivalent positive soil moisture anomaly (section 4). Temperature variability is positively715

skewed in humid climates with infrequent dry spells, and negatively skewed in dry climates with716

relatively infrequent precipitation (sections 5-6). In essence, extremely hot months in summer717

are due to extended dry periods associated with random precipitation variability over most of the718

midlatitudes. The product Z of precipitation frequency ω and the soil moisture drying timescale719

τ is shown to be a key non-dimensional number that explains the pattern of temperature variance720

and skewness across continental Europe.721

Finally, we show that the hottest months are accompanied by an unusually high number of ex-722

tremely hot days across much of the midlatitudes. Hence, understanding the variability in monthly723

temperatures is an important avenue for explaining the physical processes responsible for individ-724

ual extremely hot days, further highlighting the role of monthly temperature variability driven by725
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randomly distributed precipitation events.726

In a warming world, it is of paramount importance to understand the shape of summertime727

temperature distributions and particularly the origin of extremely high temperatures. The results728

of this study have led to the following hypothesis for the existence of heat waves: Over much of the729

midlatitudes, the hottest months are due to randomly distributed precipitation events that cause dry730

spells that occur irregularly and infrequently which in turn give rise to extremely high temperatures731

that persist for one month or longer due to i) the non-linear relationship between temperature, soil732

moisture, and evapotranspiration and ii) the long timescale on which soil moisture varies, relative733

to the variability in shortwave radiation and atmospheric circulation. We have found that across734

the midlatitudes, extremely warm days are highly concentrated in the hottest months on the record;735

the connection between the hottest days and months is clear, and makes the description of monthly736

variability particularly attractive as a description of the origin of the extremely warm temperatures737

that are conventionally referred to as “heat waves.” The results from our random precipitation738

model show that Z =ωτ provides an excellent description of the variance and skewness of monthly739

summertime temperatures on monthly timescales. Our future research will examine to what extent740

the projected changes in heat waves due to climate change can be understood in terms of changes in741

the precipitation frequency ω and drying timescale of the land surface τ, as these two parameters742

play a vital role in the origin of extremely high temperatures.743
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APPENDIX754

Statistical Moments of Shot Noise755

The solution to Eq. 20 is:756

m(t) =
∑

n

pnh(t − tn) , (A1)

where h(t) is the impulse response function, and tn are the times of precipitation events with757

intensities pn. This is conventionally referred to as “shot noise” (see Papoulis 1965).758

The characteristic function Φ(λ) is the Fourier transform of the density function; for shot noise759

this can be written:760

Φ(λ) =

∫ ∞

0
dp f (p)

∫ ∞

0
ω

(
eipλh(t ′)−1

)
dt′ , (A2)

Φ(λ = 0) =
∫ ∞

0
dp f (p) = 1 (A3)

where ω is the average rainfall frequency and f (p) is the probability density function for the761

precipitation intensities pn. The moment theorem relates the derivatives of the characteristic762

function to the central moments mn:763

mn = in ∂
nΦ

∂λn

����
λ=0

. (A4)
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Setting h(t) = e−t/τ where τ is defined in Eq. 21, we adopt the following notation for simplicity:764

ζn =

∫ ∞

0
dp f (p)pn

∫ ∞

0
dt′h(t′)n , (A5)

ζn = pn τ

n
, (A6)

and compute the first three derivatives of the characteristic function:765

m =
∂Φ

∂λ

����
λ=0

= ωζ1 , (A7)

m2 = −
∂2Φ

∂λ2

����
λ=0

=
(
ωζ2+ω

2ζ2
1

)
, and (A8)

m3 = −
∂3Φ

∂λ3

����
λ=0

=
(
ωζ3+3ω2ζ1ζ2+ ζ

3
1

)
. (A9)

We assume that the intensities of precipitation events are Gamma-distributed; the first three mo-766

ments of the Gamma distribution are given by:767

p = po , (A10)

p2 = p2
o+ po , and (A11)

p3 = 2po+3p2
o+ p3

o, (A12)

where po is the average precipitation intensity value. The shape parameter of the Gamma dis-768

tribution is set equal to one for simplicity. These moments allow us to evaluate the ζn values in769

Eq. A5. From Eq. A3, the moment theorem (Eq. A4), and Eqs. A7-A9 we write the first three770

central moments of this shot noise process:771

m =
∂Φ

∂λ

����
λ=0
= poωτ , (A13)

m2 =
∂Φ2

∂λ2

����
λ=0
= (po+ p2

o)
ωτ

2
+ (poωτ)

2 , and (A14)

m3 =
∂Φ3

∂λ3

����
λ=0
= (2po+3p2

o+ p3
o)
ωτ

3
+

3
2
(po+ p2

o)(ωτ)
2+ (poωτ)

3 (A15)
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Table 1. Climatological values of absorbed shortwave radiation FSW , event average precipitation P, minimum

temperature Tmin, and near-surface specific humidity q as well as the dry response parameter α for the two boxed

regions of Fig. 2.

888

889

890

Region FSW [W/m2] P [mm] Tmin [◦ C] q [g H2O/kg air] α [W m−2 K−1

U.S. 255 4.1 8 12 13

Europe 204 3.6 2 9 10
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Eastern Europe (see the boxed regions in Fig. 2). Panels a and b show frequency distributions for (blue bars)

observed anomalies in daily maximum temperature from CPC observations and (green bars) anomalies in daily

mean surface temperature output from the SEMB model. Variance (c-d) and skewness (e-f) of surface and

two-meter air temperature are shown as a function of averaging timescale. Blue dots show observed values

from aggregations of the CPC data from 1985-2009. Green dots show results from the SEMB model control

simulations that are forced by daily mean observed insolation and precipitation time series from 1995-2009. The

difference between the observed and modeled values of variance and skewness is shown in the red dots.
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Fig. 4. Variance (left) and skewness (right) in shortwave radiation absorbed at the surface for JJA. The daily

values (top) from Karlsson et al. (2012) cover 1995-2009, while the monthly values (bottom) from Loeb et al.

(2018) cover 2000-2017.
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Fig. 5. Radiation-induced temperature variance on (a) daily and (b) monthly timescales calculated using

Eq. 11. Panel c) shows the frequency distribution of the ratio of temperature variance shown in panels (a) and

(b) to the observed variance shown in Figs. 2a) and c) for all land grid boxes between 25-75◦N. A value of one

in panel (c) indicated by the dashed black line implies that the model perfectly matches the observations.
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 3, adding the results from three additional experiments. The orange line shows results

from the SEMB model forced with the same (observed) radiation forcing as in the control simulations, but

with soil moisture held constant at m = 0.5. The Precipitation-Induced and Low Frequency Covariance-Induced

simulations were forced by the same observed precipitation time series from the control simulations, but in the

former experiment radiative forcing FSW is held constant while in the later experiment it was filtered to remove

variability in FSW on timescales shorter than two weeks.
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Fig. 7. Steady-state sets in temperature-soil moisture phase space for various land surface and climate

parameters. Panel a) shows a physically constrained steady-state set using Eq. 13 with average parameter values

of shortwave radiation, specific humidity, and surface resistance (solid line), and another hypothetical, linear

steady-state set (dashed line) for conceptual purposes. Panels b-d) show steady-state sets computed for various

values of climatological specific humidity, net shortwave radiation, and surface resistance, respectively. The

curve shown in panel (a) using the nominal parameters is reproduced in black in panels b-d.
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Fig. 8. Panel a) shows a steady-state set generated by applying average parameter values to Eq. 15. Panel

b) shows two hypothetical soil moisture probability density functions chosen to emulate ERA5 monthly output

from dry and wet regions. Panel c) shows the temperature probability density functions calculated according to

Eq. 17 from the steady-state set shown in panel a) and each soil moisture density function shown in panel b). In

panel c), the temperature values on the x-axis are offset from the dew point temperature TD .
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Fig. 9. The gray line in panel a) shows output from the SEMB model as a trajectory through soil moisture-

temperature phase space from an experiment that used constant shortwave radiation forcing and precipitation

forcing given by a Poisson series. Purple circles in panel a) show the 24-hour increments of the 92 day simulation,

gray arrows indicate the temporal evolution of the state variables T and m. Panel b) shows a schematic of this

evolution, decomposed into three stages: an instantaneous precipitation event, a rapid storm moisture cooling,

and a longer inter-storm warming and drying period. Panel c) shows a solution of the random precipitation model

soil moisture time series (Eqs. 18-20) and panel d) shows the temperature time series that results from using the

soil moisture time series in panel c) as a forcing for the surface energy budget (Eq. 7). Gray lines in panels c)

and d) indicate the timing of precipitation events. Purple letters in all panels describe the stages of a land surface

trajectory in the absence of radiation forcing; the random precipitation model treats the precipitation event and

the post storm cooling as instantaneous, hence the combination of stages B/C in panels c and d.
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Fig. 10. The first three moments of soil moisture (top) and temperature (bottom) from the fully coupled SEMB

model (blue dots), and from the random precipitation model (black lines and dots) for a set of 20 different q and

ω pairs. The moments of soil moisture in the random precipitation model are known analytically (Eqs. 23-25)

and hence shown as a continuous black line.
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Fig. 11. Panel a) shows τ, the timescale of soil moisture depletion calculated according to Eq. 21 using

climatological mean summertime temperature from Willmott and Matsuura (2001) and near-surface specific

humidity fromERA5. Panel b) shows average frequency of precipitation derived from the CPC daily precipitation

data. Panel c) shows the non-dimensional Z number, obtained by multiplying the top two panels. The red box

indicates the study region for the analysis presented in section 6c.
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Fig. 12. 2D histograms of the monthly average precipitation-induced temperature variance and skewness

(Eqs. 27 and 29) plotted against the Z values calculated for Europe (red box in Fig. 11). Black dots show average

values across evenly spaced Z bins. Green dots show average temperature variance and skewness over Europe

(shown in the boxed regions of Figs. 2c and d) as a function of Z (shown in Fig. 11c). Dashed line in (b) shows

zero skewness.
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Fig. 13. (a) The “extreme concentration” for the 1985-2014 period quantified as the total number of days

on which the temperature exceeds the local 95th percentile during the three hottest months in the period. (b)

Fraction of total summertime precipitation that fell during the three hottest months in the historical record. The

green contour in panel (b) shows the 3.3% value that we would obtain if precipitation was randomly distributed

in time.
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